Minutes of Campus Sa
Safety Committee Meeting of June 19,, 2013

Present:
Phil Bidwell, Mary Lynn Bensen, Matt Reiss, Tom Rathbone, Hilgrove Delancy, Norm Payne, Scott
Barton, Mike Kinsella, Rick Roberts, Julie Young, Dan Chambers, Ron Bishop, Dale Couse, Karen Brown, Chris
Whiteman.
Location:

Alumni Hall

Lost-time injuries: Construction dust intrusion for two individuals in UPD. Back strain for a maintenance individual in
Wilber involved in moving a wardrobe.
Alumni Dust Intrusion: The mechanical equipment (two rooms, one by Little Theater, one bby
y UPD) is up for removal.
Testing standardized for lead, asbestos, and PCB. “Scope creep” on a pipe relocation resulted in generation of a
significant amount of dust after abatement had occurred. Pre-construction
construction testing showed miscellaneous building
materials such as non-asbestos
asbestos gypsum and plaster content. HEPA cleaning was done by CF contractors and air samples
showed clean under electron microscopy for fibers. Some relocation of staff revealed some vulnerabilities. Department
of Labor recommended that the vermiculite in the fireproofing be tested (some vermiculite in the industry comes from one
mine in Montana and contains tremolite which is related to asbestos – so all vermiculite is considered suspect to err on the
side of caution). There was one fitting
itting that required abatement plus a few others nearby– within containment the levels
are below minimums and outside are zero. Follow ups are planned to review communications and procedures. Even
respirable nuisance dust was below OSHA limits. DOL was
as here twice, in two different capacities, and they are satisfied
with process. We are also looking at the technical issues involved with relocating UPD in terms of Disaster Recover
Planning.
Milne Shelving Collapse: Annual review and inspection was co
completed
mpleted last week, which revealed about a dozen or so
points of concern, which Carpentry has addressed.
Fire Inspection: Final report has one open item. Justin will return 1 September for follow-up.
week. No issues for discussion.
Outlet testing / repair: Testing one building per wee
Science 1 / Bacon crosswalk: Bids awarded for an LED lamp to illuminate the crosswalk and removal of two parking
spaces on the north side of the street. Changing the parking layout to a 30 degree slant improves sight lines but
b results in
the loss of seven stalls.
OSHA: Jonathan Haney was here for an ergonomics update at the library – evaluated the results of new chairs,
keyboards, mice etc. Much improvement was noted, both in the physical and morale. Expansion of the program
prog
will be
considered. The Metal/Paint/Carpentry shops were reviewed for industrial hygiene. There were a few recommendations
there to follow up on. The matter of Arc Flash hazard was reviewed but we don’t work on live panels so it is really not
that much of a hazard.
Tabletop Exercise: Held an exercise and an Emergency Operations Center test. Scenario was at the Bugbee Children’s
Center and EOC at Hunt Union.

cc: Safety Committee Members

